X-ray microanalysis of ion contents in vacuoles and cytoplasm of the growing tips of a hydroid polyp as related to osmotic changes and growth pulsations.
Growth pulsations (GP) in hydroid polyps are associated with changes in vacuolar patterns which can be imitated by altering external osmolarity. With the use of X-ray spectroscopy we measured the elemental contents in the vacuoles and cytoplasm of the growing tips of a hydroid polyp, Podocoryne carnea, under various tonicity conditions. Under hypertonic condition which arrested the samples at the retraction phase of normal GP, the elemental content within the vacuolar compartment appeared to be similar to that of the external medium, confirming our previous conclusion about the dehermetization of the vacuolar compartment under these conditions. Under hypotonical condition which arrested samples at the extension GP phase (vacuoles isolated) element ratio data displayed an obvious bimodality. At least one of the data groups could be characterized by a significant increase in the concentrations of sodium and potassium, as related to Cl, Ca and Mg, and in comparison to the same ratios in hypotonical samples and those in the external medium. We suggest that under hypotonical conditions the isolated vacuolar compartment is formed by influx of sodium and potassium ions. These cations are accompanied by anions other than chloride. Potassium appears to be transferred into the vacuoles from the cytoplasm while the sodium derives from the external environment.